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health and substance use disorders, and build
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AROUND OUR PROVINCE
BY CHARITY LUI, MSW, RSW

Edmonton film screenings

Edmonton's High Level Bridge

Social Work Week
We had another very successful
Social Work Week in Alberta. Thank
you to all those who celebrated our
profession! The theme 'Bringing
Change to Life' resonated with
many. The winner of the Canadian
Association of Social Workers raffle
was Kelly McLennan, BSW, RSW,
from Calgary. Many other Alberta
social workers participated in the
CASW contest where we shared
vignettes about our practice. See
www.casw-acts.ca/en/nswm-raffle
to view the lovely compilation of
Canadian social workers bringing
change to life.
Activities across the province included:
• In Edmonton:
• The importance of our
profession was highlighted in
4
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the Legislature. Eleven social
workers were introduced by
Ministers Larivee (Children’s
Services), Sigurdson (Seniors and
Housing) and Sabir (Community
and Social Services).
• The High Level Bridge and
Alberta Legislature building were
both lit up in magenta, and the
proclamation of Social Work
Week was received from the City
of Edmonton.
• In partnership with the National
Film Board, the area coordinators
hosted a film screening that
focused on Indigenous films.
Special guests included: Speaker
of the House Bob Wanner, MASW,
RSW, and Minister Richard Feehan
who provided opening remarks.
MLA Estefania Cortes-Vargas was
also in attendance.

• The Edmonton Child and Youth
Interest Group hosted a paint
night and the Gerontology
Network – North Interest Group
hosted an informal celebration
during their monthly meeting.
• The Youth Addiction Services
Edmonton office created a display
board about Social Work Week.
• In Calgary:
• The area coordinators hosted
a film screening of The Life and
Death of Marsha P. Johnson, a film
about transgender rights and
struggles in the United States
• Mayor Nenshi sent a letter
recognizing social workers and
the Reconciliation Bridge was lit
in magenta.
• In addition to an information
table on campus, social work

Ministers & social workers at the Legislature

Social work students at Bow Valley College

Social workers in Taber

Youth Addiction Services display

Linda Dziuba, Bruce Llewellyn, Heather Johnson

Laurissa Chapple & Johnathan Kuipers at Calgary
film screening

Carmen Campos & Kelly Armour, Bow Valley
Area Coordinators

Social workers at Sylvan Lake axe throwing event

Cupcakes in Slave Lake

students at Bow Valley College
made close to 400 sandwiches for
the Calgary Drop-In Centre and
raised approximately $300 for the
Veterans Food Bank.
• The area coordinator in Taber
organized a film screening.
• In Sylvan Lake, the area coordinator
hosted a fun-filled axe throwing event!
• In Jasper, close to a dozen attended a
Standards of Practice workshop with
Sheryl Pearson, MSW, RSW, one of
the ACSW’s Managers of Regulatory
Practice / Complaints Director.
• Bow Valley area coordinators
partnered with the National Film
Board and the Camrose Library to
show the film Reel Injun.
• Camrose area coordinators
organized a community
Blanket Exercise.

• In High Level, social workers
attended a paint night.
• The area coordinator in Hinton
organized a potluck.
• Sheryl Pearson facilitated a
conversation about what’s new and
trending with the ACSW regulatory
body; 23 Alberta Health Services
sites participated in the session.

Social work students in La La Biche

• In Slave Lake, social workers
celebrated with fancy cupcakes!
• The area coordinators in Lac La
Biche organized ‘selfie photos’
of local social workers and had a
display at Portage College.
• Fort McMurray’s activities
included a presentation to
social work students at Keyano
College, a pottery painting event,
a restorative yoga session and
celebratory breakfast.

Social workers in Fort McMurray

CHARITY LUI is the Membership Activities Team Lead.
You can contact her at Charity@acsw.ab.ca
regarding submissions for the Advocate.
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AROUND OUR PROVINCE

Congratulations!
We want to acknowledge Linda Crockett, MSW, RSW and Michael
Hoyt, BSW, RSW who were awarded with Government of Alberta’s
Inspiration Awards. Linda was recognized for her work supporting
employers and employees impacted by workplace bullying. Michael’s
work around engaging boys and men in family violence prevention
was also recognized.

Other Activities
Social workers Wayne Barre, MSW, RSW, and George
Jason, MSW, RSW, attended the Red Deer Social Justice
Film Festival over three days in January. They organized
an ACSW display table. The festival focused on Albertamade films related to social justice issues.
The Calgary Social Workers for Social Justice group
hosted a meeting with Del Graff, MSW, RSW, the
Alberta Child and Youth Advocate,on February 16th.
The meeting included a review of the Advocate's recent
recommendations and how social workers can support
the recommendations.
On March 1st, ACSW
staff, Council and
volunteers attended our
public policy partner
Parkland Institute’s 12th
Annual Gala Dinner
and Silent Auction.
This was an opportunity
to learn more about
Yvonne Schmitz, Heather Johnson
& Del Graff
Parkland and their role
in disseminating research related to economic, social,
cultural, and political issues within Alberta and Canada.
Heather Johnson, SW Dip, RSW, ACSW Social Worker –
Membership Activities, joined close to 100 other social
workers at the 18th annual Lethbridge Professional
Partnership Forum on March 14th. The forum was
facilitated by Rachel Crowder, MSW, RSW, and Kate
Burns, MSW, RSW. This year’s focus was on 'The Work

6
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Andre Tinio and other presenters at Community Service
& Learning seminar

that Reconnects'. Next year, the forum will be held on
March 13th, 2019.
Andre Tinio, BSW, RSW, ACSW Social Worker –
Membership Activities, spoke at the Community Service
and Learning Careers in Non-Profit Sector Student
Seminar at the University of Alberta. This was a great
opportunity to educate others about the profession of
social work.
Public Interest Alberta, an ACSW public policy partner,
launched a Revenue Reno campaign focusing on Alberta’s
revenue shortage and possible solutions. Social workers
Carla Bertsch, MSW, RSW, Margaret Brown, MSW,
RSW, and Darnel Forro, MSW, RSW, participated in the
campaign in Calgary, Edmonton and Red Deer. This
was an opportunity to add the social work lens and to
highlight the importance of the sustainability of
public services.
Over the last few months, ACSW staff delivered student
presentations at NorQuest College, Red Deer College,
Mount Royal University and multiple University of
Calgary locations.

Films
The ACSW developed five films to
celebrate Social Work Week 2018.
View them on our website at
www.acsw.ab.ca, by clicking
Advocacy/Publications,
then on Videos; or visit
ACSW’s YouTube page.

Micro, Mezzo & Macro Social Work: Social work
encompasses supporting individuals and families;
groups and communities; and creating policies.
This video highlights three social workers in each
of these domains.

Social Work and the ACSW: What
is social work and the Alberta
College of Social Workers?

Social Work with an Indigenous Focus: What
does an Indigenous social work perspective look
like? Includes Cindy Blackstock, Phd, RSW, who
calls on us to be live actors of reconciliation.

Social Work from the Client’s Perspective: Murray
and Eilis Hiebert talk about their journey as
clients working with social worker Audrey Ferber,
MSW, RSW.

Rural and Remote Social Work: This video
explores some of the unique circumstances
for social workers who practice in rural and
remote Alberta.

ACSW Workshops
In January, the newly formed Sherwood Park area
coordinators hosted their first workshop. Charles
Chenard, BSW, RSW, facilitated a “Mindfulness and
Self-Compassion in Self-Care” workshop that included
participatory activities that were lively and meaningful
to participants.
Also in January, Liz Hides, MSW, RSW, and Sharon
Stopforth, MSW, RSW, members of the ACSW
Private Practice Committee, facilitated a workshop
titled 'Considering Starting a Private Practice?' in
Edmonton. Participants found it valuable to hear from
seasoned social workers who are in private practice.

Participants at the Sherwood Park workshop

The Lethbridge area coordinators, Erna Topliffe,
MSW, RCSW and Diane Dyck, BSW, RSW, hosted
workshops on 'Building Emotional Capacity'
in February and May. Participants enjoyed the
experiential learning that was incorporated.
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THE BIG PICTURE

A MESSAGE FROM
THE PRESIDENT
“INJUSTICE ANYWHERE IS A THREAT TO JUSTICE EVERYWHERE.”- Martin Luther King Jr.

RICHARD GREGORY is the
president of ACSW Council.
He is also chair and instructor
of the Social Work program at
Medicine Hat College. You can
contact Richard at
acswpresident@acsw.ab.ca.

This year our conference was entitled Social Justice and Resilience: Moving Forward
Together. With this in mind, it seems appropriate to acknowledge the 50th anniversary
of the assassination of a man who committed his life to social justice, Martin Luther
King Jr. He was 39 years old when he was murdered.
Dr. King was the most recognized leader of the civil rights movement in the United States
from 1954 until his death in 1968. He advocated for nonviolence and civil disobedience
to advance civil rights. Dr. King condemned the United States’ role in the Vietnam War,
calling the U.S. government "the greatest purveyor of violence in the world today." He
argued it took money and resources that could have been spent on social welfare.
The march on Washington in 1963 demanded an end to racial segregation in schools, a law
prohibiting racial discrimination in employment, protection of civil rights workers from
police brutality, and a $2 minimum wage. Despite tensions, the march was a success. More
than a quarter of a million people attended, making it the largest gathering of protesters in
Washington to that date. There, Dr. King delivered his renowned ‘I Have a Dream’ speech.
The march and speech helped put civil rights at the top of the agenda of reformers in the
U.S. and facilitated passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Dr. King’s speech also drew a reaction from the American power structure. The FBI
labelled Dr. King “the most dangerous Negro” in the nation. FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover
became determined to discredit Dr. King, who became the target of one of the largest
FBI surveillance operations in American history. Through this, Dr. King demonstrated
amazing resilience and did not waiver despite the FBI’s attempts to disrupt his work.
Dr. King was not dangerous to the country, but to the status quo. He was dangerous because
he would not accept racism or poverty. In 1964, Dr. King became the youngest winner of the
Nobel Peace Prize, for leading nonviolent resistance to combat racial prejudice in the U.S.
King’s work attracted activists from all races and religions. He inspired Freedom
Riders to challenge racial segregation by riding buses into the Deep South. Many were
murdered by white supremacists.
With the current protests for social justice across the United States and Canada, there
may be no better time to turn to the words of Dr. King. He believed that only through
understanding, education, and love could the world change for the better.
Although not a social worker, his personal values closely align with our professional
values. Martin Luther King’s tenacity, courage, and commitment remind us of the
influence one person can have.
So many of the struggles Dr. King addressed have made such little progress. Racism,
poverty and injustice are still critical issues in the U.S. and Canada. I close with a quote
from Dr. King that I believe is relevant to social workers today.
"Life's most persistent and urgent question is, 'What are you doing for others?'"
Richard Gregory, MSc, RSW
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A MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR & REGISTRAR

LYNN LABRECQUE KING is the
executive director and registrar
for ACSW. Contact her at
LynnLK@acsw.ab.ca to share
your thoughts on this or any
other topic.

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING. For some reason, the term generally doesn’t
seem to inspire visions of exciting times for folks. Statistics tell us that whatever the
organization and just as with elections, turnout at annual general meetings is most
often 30 percent or less. The room was full at this year’s AGM with 100 people signed
in to vote. At the same time, it is always our goal to increase attendance. So what is the
value of an AGM? Why go?
In spring each year, the Alberta College of Social Workers holds its annual general
meeting in conjunction with the annual conference. All members have an opportunity
to attend, see an overview of the College’s financial position, hear activity reports
from the past year and highlights for the coming year. Members have an opportunity
to present resolutions for consideration and
vote. Guests and special topic presentations add
meaningful conversation on topics we care about
in our profession. Above all, the AGM provides
an opportunity to be with other professionals in
Together we have
the field and to network with each other while
opportunities to
enjoying a bit of good food.

coordinate our voices
and our networks.

At this year’s meeting, the staff presentations
brought to mind that we have the legislated
privilege of managing our own profession. We
are now well over 8,000 members strong. Together we have opportunities to coordinate
our voices and our networks. The more we coordinate our voices, the more effective
we can be both in our accountabilities and in the causes we care about. It is known that
being with our peers strengthens our competence as professionals. (Austin 2016)
We were honoured this year to have the Executive Director of the Canadian Association
of Social Workers, Fred Phelps, as our guest. Fred brought warm greetings from CASW
and gave updates on activities of the national organization. Members were especially
pleased to hear about plans for review and update of the 2005 Code of Ethics.
If you were unable to attend the AGM this year, do take some time to leaf through
your College’s Annual Report (on our website, acsw.ab.ca, under the Public tab, then
Annual Reports). The level of activities throughout the year is impressive when we keep
in mind that our governance is by the members, for the members. As you are able,
remember to acknowledge and thank our many colleagues who are contributing their
time on our Council and on the many committees and projects through which we carry
out our goals. Hoping to see you at next year’s AGM!
Lynn Labrecque King, MSW, RSW
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IN THE NEWS

Welcome to the New RSWs
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP OF REGISTERED SOCIAL WORKERS AS OF MARCH 31, 2018

7,980

Said Abdirahman Abdalla

Hannah Dobbin

Caitlin Aimee Eileen Josey

Sarah Anne Pascoli

Gregory Epah Akuh Ngale

Tiersa Dowler

Constance Rita Kaweesi

Amal Qutub

Olatokunbo Alabi

Margaret Drummond

Irene Kirkpatrick

Velma Rose Rae

Brittney Patricia Alton

Leah Fink

Crystal Lynn Knuttila

Elizabeth Alexandra Roberts

Tannis Shelley-Anne Bailey

Deborah Lynn Fleck

Justine Krassman

Brenalyn Sacayanan

Sharman Baldry

Valerie Joy Fleury

Courtney Brooke Barros

Nina Anna Fraser

Christine Bates

Lindsey Ruth Gagne

Echo Ellen Marie Bellerose

Samantha Ann Gascon

Patricia Joselyn Bey

Marco Lino Gonzato

Kara Alicia Bolch

Alan Earl Goyette

Suzanne Elise Bradshaw

Michael Gerard Grant

Loretta Elizabeth Bulldog-Auger

Katherine Emily Gray

Shaylea Alexis Carifelle

Ashley Gursky

Leah Marie Carter

Carly-Ann Margaret Haney

Tammy Chichester-Knight

Sahia Hayes-Sparks

Uzoamaka Elsa Chijioke

Samantha Hesterman

David Victor Cloutier

Alana Michelle Hicks

Tanis Louise Courtoreille

Leanne Humphrey

Samantha Lea Cunningham

Laurisa Irwin

Abigail Anne Dalton

Terry Kuhn
Alexandra Ashley Kulbaba
Ashton Brook Laughlin
Leone Leeuwis
Dona Lemieux
Michael Lloyd
Julie Kristin Martin
Marjorie Ann Matheson
Kaylene A. Mckinney
Katherine Lorianne Noah
Merrell-Anderson
Renee Elena Monty Bird
Tiffany Neilson
Amie Jane Nelson
Karen Ellen Nolt-Leverton

Laura Elizabeth Sandau
Krysta Raylene Schroder
Sheri Scott
Priya Sholanki
Tina Lillian Snow
Loretta Grace Spencer
Afroja Jahan Stargazer
Lori Ann Stevens
Clint Albert Stooshnoff
Tiffany Talen
Jennifer Danielle Taylor
Myrna May Teegee
Terence Anthony Thiessen
Nicole Marie Tourangeau

Esther Abongwi Numfor

Douw Gerbrand Vorster

Karyn Elizabeth Jackson

Farai Nyatsanza

Janine Waddleton

Krista Serena De Souza

Angelique Jenney

Oladele Caroline Olayinka

Katharina Zacharias

Manawaty Davie Deenoo

Hannah Elizabeth Johnston

Melanie Elizabeth Palmer

Julie Zakrevsky

Dawn Margerite Deschenes

Justin Joseph

Marcus William Pankiw

Ellen Lauren Zelinski
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Registered Clinical Social Workers
243

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP AS OF MARCH 31, 2018

This list of registered clinical social workers reflect RSWs who
have gone through the application process to be approved
members of the voluntary clinical registry. Future issues of the
Advocate will update new members to the clinical social work
registry. For more information on the clinical social work registry
and the application process, please email clinical@acsw.ab.ca.
Thalia Anderen

Marlene Clay

Laverne Guthrie

Kathleen Anderson

Heather Coburn

Lateef Habib

Shelley Anderson

Gary Coleman

Sharon Haladuick

Murray Armstrong

Charlotte Cooper

Sharon Halladay

Andrea Ashworth

Marci CopesGenereux

Ann Harding

Gail Courtnage

Penelope Hartsen

Christopher Austin
Anna Azulai

Anna Harland

Rochelle BabinsWagner

Janice Crommer

Marie Hazelwood

Barbara Curd

Jocelyn Bahrey

Marty Heeg

Papiya Das

Carolyn Barker

Mary-Joan Heide

Carol Daw

W Heide

Judith Baron

Avril Deegan Enman

Daniel Hicks

Hilda Bayer-Simpson

Marta Dixon

Clara Houston

Peter Baylis

Yvette DuBois

Irene Berry

Brenda Duncan

Margaret
Hueppelsheuser

Christina Larsen

Connie Olsen

Patricia Smith

Serri Lasuik

Carol Olson

Marianne Snyder

Kallie Lavoie

Jocelyn Orr

Daniella Sosdjan

Christina Lawrence

Krista Osborne

Elaine Spencer

Jean Leong

Gary Paquin

Ashley Spinney

Debra Leskiw

Harry Park

Rebecca Stares

Janet Lewis

Nicole Parker

Jennifer Stinson

Sharon Lindstrom

James Pender

Patricia Story

Adrienne Lisan

Terrence Penner

Jennifer Straub

Denise Lobb

Violet Pergel

Christian Sunderland

Janet Lockington

Donna Phillips

Lesley Sutton

Lisa Lough

Natalie Phung

Aralee Tailleur

Heather Mackay

Shelley Pompana
Spear Chief

Daniel Tailleur

Janice Popp

Jennifer Thibodeau

Ian MacKenzie
Suzanne MacKinnon
Megan MacLeod

Beth Price

Samuel Tam
Steven Thibodeau

Robert Manning

Mary Ramsden

Denise
Marentette-Milne

Ann Reilly

Don Thompson

Denise Renschler

Jennifer Thomson

Janice Martin

Paul Repp

Erna Topliffe

Judith Mason

Karen Reynolds

Esme Tyson

Elizabeth Massiah

Carmen Richardson

Gail Ungstad

Cheryl Massimo

Kristine Robins

Adrian Vandermeer

Jane Matheson

William Robinson

Aloysius Vas

Myrna Isaac

Catherine Mayhew

Barbara Rodrigues

Serena Visser

Shayna Jackson

Lisette McArthur

Suzanne Rosebrugh

Elaine Voth

Susan James

Constance McCaig

Heather Rowland

Peggy Voth

Claire Johnson

Wendy McCrae

Alixe Ryane

Wilbert Voth

Selma Johnson

Linda McFalls

Dianne Rycroft

Belinda Walsh

Ruanna Jones

Catharine McFee

Wendy Ryden

Karen Walsh

Sandra Forsythe

Susan Jubien

Vincent McGrath

Debra Samek

Katharine Weinmann

Elizabeth FriedmanProkopishyn

Christina Kan

Diane McIlwain

Lois Sapsford

Julie Werner

Suzanne Kassian

William McKellar

Theresa Saunders

Elizabeth Westbury

Cheryl Gardner

Paul Kent

Jory McMillan

Monica Scheel

Teresa Winfield

Catherine Keough

Deepika Mittra

Jennifer Schroers

Lesa Wolfe

Veena Khatri

Deborah Molloy

Lori-Ann Schultz

Marianne Wright

Neville Case

Geraldine
Gaulton Denty

Kathleen King

Jeff Seabrooke

Jennifer Wushke

Janet Chafe

Donna George

Theresa Monteith

David Kirby

Karen Sembower

Lorri Yasenik

Michelle Cherniawsky

Jeffrey Gilchrist

Laurie Morris

Alan Knowles

Richard Shelson

June Yee

Peter Choate

Harold Glass

Yvon LaCour

Janet Neilson

Tammy Sheppard

Diana Yiu

Kevin Christo

Sharon Glossop

Mark Lagimodiere

Suzanne Sheppard

Natalie Young

Garry Chrusch

Chaya Goldenberg

Penny Lai

Lee Sheward

Fleur Yumol

June Churchill

Patrick Griffin

Lynn Lambert

Roxanne Shoulders

Rhonda Zabrodski

Colleen Clark

Janet Guglich

Lisa Lamont

Tara O'Sullivan

Marilyn Smelski

Terry Zibin

Milton Clark

Brian Guthrie

Micheal Laporte

Danielle
Olivieri-Luykenaar

William Smiley

Brigitte Zumbuehl

Claudia Berwald
Debra Best

Donna-Marie Dupuis
Linda Dziuba

Lauralyn Blackburn

Linda Edney

Pamela Boulter

Audrey Ferber

Stephanie Bozzer

Kirsten Ferguson

Theresa Brannen
Gallagher

Patricia Ferris

Gary Brayton

Sandra Forsyth

Patricia Brennen
Lorraine Brooks
Agnes Bucknum
Sean Burr
Marcus Busch
Virginia Caputy
Shelley Carnahan

Laurel Fisher
Shannon Forsyth

Lila Gault

Elizabeth Hurst
Gillian Hutton
Helen Irving

Karen Nielsen
Douglas Norton
Joseph Nsiah

Laura Thiessen
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ETHICS IN ACTION

Your Professional
Duties Around
Take Home
Naloxone Kits:

ISSUES
Social workers who work on the front
line with people dealing with opioid
addiction or use may be needed or
asked to respond in an overdose
crisis situation. Currently, there are
questions about what actions a social
worker is authorized to take in
these situations.
There have been questions from
employers, social workers and

What We Know So Far

the public about whether social

BY SHERYL PEARSON, MSW, RSW, LLB

administer Naloxone injections,

workers are authorized to
distribute overdose response kits,
or teach others to administer

Overdose response kits (take home
naloxone kits) have been made
available in Alberta to respond to
the opioid crisis, including fentanyl
overdoses and deaths.
What is Naloxone?
Naloxone is an opioid antagonist that
temporarily prevents or reverses the
effects of opioids, including respiratory
depression, sedation, and hypotension.

12
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In the absence of opioids, it exhibits
essentially no pharmacologic activity
(Visit pharmacists.ab.ca/naloxone
for details.)

Naloxone injections.

While there are various ways
Naloxone can be administered,
overdose response kits in Alberta
involve intramuscular injection to
administer the drug. The distribution
of overdose response kits includes,
in part, teaching others how to
administer a Naloxone injection.

their professional role or work

There are also questions related to a
social worker’s ability to administer
Naloxone injections outside of
duties. For instance, given that
social workers are not currently
authorized to administer injections
in a professional capacity, could a
social worker directly administer a
Naloxone injection or teach a family
member/friend to administer

©Shutterstock.com/Tomas Nevesely

BACKGROUND

Naloxone in a crisis situation?
These are questions which
require attention.
THE STATE OF THE NATION
(as of the time of this writing):
Distribution of Naloxone:
As a result of amendments to the
Scheduled Drugs Regulation by the
Alberta government in February
2017, Naloxone became an
unscheduled drug. This means that a
prescription is not required to obtain
Naloxone and it may be sold from any
retail outlet or otherwise distributed.
As such, the distribution and use of
Naloxone for emergency treatment of
opioid overdose outside of a hospital
setting is legal.
Administration of and Teaching the
Administration of Naloxone:
When it comes to the administration
of the injection or teaching
another person to administer the
injection, there remain unanswered
questions. Currently, the activity
of intramuscular injection is
deemed a restricted activity under

the Government Organization Act
and social workers are not one of
the health professions authorized
to perform this activity. It is not
clear that it is appropriate for social
workers to teach an activity they are
not authorized to do. As such, social
workers are not currently authorized
to administer Naloxone by injection
or teach how to administer Naloxone
by injection.
BUT WAIT!
ACSW acknowledges that the present
restrictions are cause for concern in
relation to the opioid crisis. ACSW,
in partnership with Alberta Health
Services and Alberta Health, are
working to create workability for
social workers with appropriate
training, knowledge and competence
to participate in this critical harm
reduction strategy. ACSW will update
and provide clarification statements
regarding what social workers are
authorized to do and not do in
relation to overdose response kits as
changes happen. Please stay tuned as
developments are happening quickly
and daily.

Education for health professionals
and client education resources
are available at the AHS website
(www.albertahealthservices.ca/info/
Page13663.aspx). Further
questions regarding Naloxone
or the distribution of overdose
response kits can be emailed to
naloxone.line@ahs.ca.

SHERYL PEARSON is a Manager of Regulatory
Practice for the Alberta College of Social Work.
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Private Practice
Worst Nightmare
BY KRISTA OSBORNE, MSW, RSW WITH FOREWORD BY TERESA WINFIELD, MSW, RSW

Private practitioners often experience reminders about their vulnerability and the
need to think ahead to prevent risk issues rather than deal with them on the spot
or in hindsight. In this month’s issue, Krista Osborne shares her “worst nightmare”
experience and how she handled it so that all of us might stop and think about
how we can make our practice even stronger. Above and beyond the business
skills that we must develop, our clinical skills are often the tools that we rely on
in a crisis.

THERE ARE MANY FEARS in private
practice. Am I good enough? Do I
know what I am doing? Can I make
enough money to support my family?
Will I have the support I need? These
are all questions that I struggled with
when I made the decision to quit my
job and pursue a private practice.
With the encouragement of my family, my colleagues and my clinical
supervisor, about five years ago I
finally had the courage to make
the switch.
There are always struggles and
concerns when you go out on your
own, but the one thing private
practice brings is the ability to reach
out, get support and find ways to get
questions answered. However, there
are some scenarios for which I wasn’t
prepared. One of my most dramatic
learning experiences happened early
in my practice. I was working out of
a business incubator that had cheap
rent and some business supports to
help me solve some initial issues. This
was a great place to start but it was
also very quiet in the evenings.
I only had a handful of clients, so I
was very accommodating with my
clients’ requests for time. On one
occasion, I agreed to see a new client
later in the evening. I had an initial
conversation on the phone with
her mom, but I didn’t complete a
sufficiently thorough assessment. She
came in and we spent the first twenty
minutes getting a history and trying
to define the issue.
It was then I realized that the history
my client was reporting could pose
risk, not only to members of the
community, but also to myself right
there in the room.
I remember becoming very aware
of the situation in which I had put
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myself. The building was very quiet.
It was dark outside, and I was alone
with a person that had the potential
to harm me. She never made any
inappropriate advances and we were
able to lay down ground rules quickly.
As a clinical social worker, I was also
immediately aware of my obligations
to address risk. I was able to speak
with her directly and calmly about my
concerns for myself and the public,
and developed a very clear safety
plan. Thankfully she was a willing
participant, as was her mother, who
played an important role in following
through with our plan to keep her
daughter and others safe.
We spoke of the times that these
feelings surfaced and ways to avoid
the things that could bring them
on. We spoke of the importance of
getting social supports in place as
isolation was part of the struggle.
Recognizing the feelings and seeking
out support so that others could
help by intervening were discussed.
Most importantly, her mother and I
discussed the need to closely monitor
the plan for follow-through due to
the seriousness of the issue. We
contracted around coming back in
to see me until I could connect this
young person with someone who
specialized in the identified issues.

I didn’t end up seeing her again. She
connected with a health care provider
and a program that specialized in
the issues we laid out at that first
meeting. The client appeared invested
in the safety plan and desired help for
her problems.

I don’t see new clients at
night when I am alone
any longer. I also do a
better job of assessing
risk before they even
walk in my door.
On that night, the outcome could
have been much worse if it weren’t for
my quick thinking. Some preventative
work and pre-planning likely would
have saved me some worry. I recall
walking to my car that night, looking
over my shoulder and realizing that I
had just experienced the hard reality
check that I may have needed.
I don’t see new clients at night when I
am alone any longer. I also do a better
job of assessing risk before they even
walk in my door. The whole thing

could have gone in a very different
direction and it could have been
disastrous for everyone involved.
For obvious reasons, I hope that she
is doing well. I’m glad she reached
out and that I was able to connect
her to someone who specialized in
the issues she presented. I’m also
glad I was able to reflect and make
some changes in the way I practice.
Strangely, the experience also
helped me gain more confidence,
albeit after a short period of feeling
totally destabilized and wondering
what I had gotten myself into. These
feelings faded quickly. Despite some
personal triggers, I feel like I had my
clinical head on straight. I was able
to manage the situation in a way that
I felt took good ethical care of the
client, the public and myself.

KRISTA OSBORNE, MSW, RSW, is a clinical social
worker in private practice in St. Albert focusing on
mental health, grief and trauma. She teaches in the
Social Work program at MacEwan University and
co-founded Walking Beside Trauma, an organization
that helps build trauma resilience in
helping professionals.
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SOCIAL JUSTICE WORKS

Me Too, Us Too
BY JAN CHRISTIANSON-WOOD, MSW, RSW, CASW PRESIDENT

This article originally appeared on the website of the Canadian Association of
Social Workers, and is reprinted with their permission.

I WRITE THIS MESSAGE for
International Women’s Day 2018,
feeling that the world is changing for
the better, and that in many ways,
things will never be the same. But in
keeping with any progress – especially
progress that aims to address longstanding inequalities – there is a feeling of uneasiness, unrest, and sometimes outright backlash as we sort out
how to ‘be’ in our shifting world. What
is clear, however, is that the profession of social work is ideally positioned to help pave the way forward.
I can understand how certain groups
could feel as if the #MeToo movement
is a new trend. I can understand how
certain men, and women, can feel as
if the world has turned upside down
and that, suddenly, things that were
acceptable are no longer so. But as a
longtime social worker, and life-long
feminist, I can tell you that these
examples in the media aren’t new,
rare, or exceptional. And equally,
the outrage and the solidarity among
women and allies aren’t new either.
What is new, however, is the level of
coverage in the mainstream media,
signalling that the broader public is
ready for this conversation.
Consistent with any controversial
news story, we have all witnessed
many reactions to the #MeToo
phenomenon. Some think things
have gone too far; others, not far
16
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enough. Some feel the movement
is problematic because its portrayal
in the media lacks intersectionality.
To these viewpoints, I think social
work has a unifying response: it
is now our role to provide space
for the voices of those who are too
often silenced. In Canada, no group
has been so violently silenced as
Indigenous women and girls and

We are striving for a
world in which leaders,
celebrities, and society as
a whole respect, value,
and uplift women and
girls, and in which we
are all held to a standard
beyond innocent until
proven guilty.
all non-Indigenous people have a
responsibility to ensure that the voices
of Indigenous women and girls -- the
group in Canada who bear the heaviest
burdens of patriarchy -- are central as
this conversation moves forward.
And still others feel that some, like
me perhaps, try to stretch the #MeToo
conversation too far; for instance, by

making it about Indigenous women
and girls. To this I believe the Code
of Ethics would say: there is enough
outrage to go around. There is enough
passion. And indeed, there is enough
advocacy. Any voice for a group of
women is a voice for all women,
and in advocating for Indigenous
women and girls, we advocate for all
of Canada.
As for our role at Canadian
Association of Social Workers, we
will continue to press the federal
government for not only a gender
based analysis in the development
of budgets and policy, but also a
reconciliation lens that considers the
impact on Indigenous people and
communities. We will continue to
amplify the voices of First Nations
organizations such as the First
Nations Child and Family Caring
Society and others. We will continue
to advocate for a basic income and
other policies to ensure no woman,
child, or family lives in poverty.
But in the meantime, while our
association and our profession
work toward long-term, sustainable
change, there are women impacted
by this movement in everyday,
visceral ways. There has been much
backlash against the women who
have come forward. In many cases,
there are petty disagreements among
the accused and their allies about
the exact nature of the allegations
that often demonstrate just how far
society has to go. How many times
have we heard “He didn’t do anything
illegal,” or even “It’s not like he held her
down and ripped her clothes off.” These
statements fall so woefully short
of the point, failing to realize that
#MeToo is in response to individual
cases and incidents, as well as in

CONCERNS
COMPULSION SILENCE DREADCOURAGE
SEXUALLY INTERNET
JOB ASSAULT FEAR CATCALLING
INAPPROPRIATE
MEN
EXPLICIT
PRESSURE
HARASSMENT SEXISM RAPE
RUDE
ATTACK TOUCHING WOMEN
SEXTING HELPLESS PUBLIC
SEXTING BEHAVIOUR INTIMIDATION
WEAKNESS SECRET PATRIARCHY

#MeToo

response to the toxic masculinity that
has lead us here. We are striving for
a world in which leaders, celebrities,
and society as a whole respect, value,
and uplift women and girls, and in
which we are all held to a standard
beyond innocent until proven guilty.
In pursuit of this standard, our
profession is ideally positioned to lead
us in a new, better direction. Indeed,
the catchphrase or philosophy of
this movement, 'Believe Survivors,'
is part of the very fabric of our
profession: the knowledge that
those we serve are experts on their
own lives. We inherently respect the
dignity and truth of each person.
The incidence of false accusations is
insignificant against the numbers of
women whose experiences of abuse or
harassment were ignored, suppressed
or rejected.
Beyond the values of our Code of
Ethics, believing survivors comes
naturally to the social work profession

for another reason: demographics. In
a profession dominated by women,
it is perhaps less accurate to say ‘we
believe survivors’ than it is to say ‘we
know.’ To victims and survivors, we
say: we believe you because we trust
and honour your lived experience.
And because, in large part, us too.
And now, in keeping with the frenetic
pace of today’s news cycle, the stories
about #MeToo are already beginning
to wane. Social workers will still be
here, still listening to the stories of
victims and survivors, still striving
to dismantle the systems and beliefs
that so negatively impact our society
for women and for men. As we move
forward, there are many unanswered
questions: how can we keep the
momentum? How can we engage
and motivate allies? How can we
involve men – knowing we can’t have
true change without their allyship
– without making this conversation
about men?

CASW will continue to push for
systems and policies that foster equity
and privilege the experiences of
women, and in particular, Indigenous
women and girls. In our advocacy
work on Parliament Hill and with our
other stakeholders, we will not let
this conversation die; just as we know
Canadian social workers will continue
this work in their therapeutic and
professional relationships, in board
rooms, and in lunch rooms across
the country. Our unique systems and
person-in-environment perspectives,
and a Code of Ethics that embeds
the pursuit of social justice in our
everyday work, are ideal tools to begin
the next steps.

JAN CHRISTIANSON-WOOD is the
President of the Board of the Canadian
Association of Social Workers.
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AWARDS REFLECT
LEGACY AND FUTURE OF
U OF C SOCIAL WORK
Valentich, Lorenzetti and Calgary Social
Workers for Social Justice Recognized
BY DON MCSWINEY
Mary Valentich & Fred Phelps, President of CASW

IT WAS FITTING this spring that emerita professor Mary
Valentich, PhD, RSW, received social work’s highest honour
on a stage next to Liza Lorenzetti, MSW, RSW, who was
receiving the ACSW award for community service. In some
ways, the awards reflect both the legacy and the future of
the faculty which has been at the forefront of social work
in Alberta for more than 50 years.
Valentich received the Glenn Drover Award for
Outstanding Service, the highest honour that can be
bestowed on a Canadian social worker by the Canadian
Association of Social Workers (CASW.)
There are many possible highlights to choose from
Valentich’s continuing work in the profession, but the
award clearly recognized her extensive work as an educator, advocate and galvanizing force in the communities she
lived. Her list of accomplishments includes being a founding member of two rape crisis centres, 1975 in Ottawa, and
1976 in Calgary. Developing one of the first human sexuality social work classes in Canada with her partner Jim
Gripton, while actively fighting homophobia on-campus
and off. Leading the creation of University of Calgary’s
first December 6 Memorial in 1990 and the first Violence
Awareness Week on a North American campus in 1991. Her
work around the issue of assisted dying increased awareness and likely helped change policy and legislation.
These are just some of the highlights that are woven
together with a feminist thread that Valentich says naturally fuels her activist approach. “Feminist practice takes you
not only to direct work with people,” says Valentich, “but

also to work in policy... When you’re working directly with
someone, you need to have a sense of the social conditions
that may have prompted that particular behaviour… So for
me the personal is the political. The two are very interwoven. That's an old one, but I think it's still valid.”
Fittingly, faculty member Liza Lorenzetti, MSW, RSW, was
also honoured at the ACSW conference when she received
the ACSW John Graham Hutton Memorial Award for Social
Action/Policy for outstanding contributions to the profession of social work and the community through social
action/policy. Like Valentich, she has been very active
in many areas and causes. While accepting her award,
Lorenzetti said she very much plans to continue.
“I accept this award as a commitment to all of you that I
will continue to work together with you to create societies
where sexual violence, racism, white privilege, heterosexism, transphobia, and all forms of dehumanization and
ecological injustice are no longer feasible, let alone possible… Social justice is not a job, nor is it a profession. It is
a collective voice that turns individual passion into durable
social change, and we cannot do this alone.”
As if to echo that comment, a group that both Valentich
and Lorenzetti are members of, Calgary and Area Social
Workers for Social Justice, were also honoured with the
ACSW and CASW Distinguished Service Award for advancing the social work profession in Alberta.
For the full list of award winners from this year’s
conference, see page 32.

DONALD MCSWINEY is the manager of Communications and
Marketing in the University of Calgary’s Faculty of Social Work.
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SELF-CARE AND
MORE AT MASKWACÎS
CULTURAL COLLEGE
BY WILDA LISTENER, MSW, RSW, TRACEY LOUIS, SW DIP, RSW, AND SOCIAL
WORK STUDENTS HEATHER PEIGAN, ANGEL SMALLBOY, TINA JOHNSON,
AND MARINA MAKINAW

MASKWACÎS CULTURAL COLLEGE (MCC) celebrated 25
years of the Indigenous Social Work Diploma Program in
2016. At our 25th Anniversary Gala, keynote speaker Dr.
Michael Anthony Hart spoke of social workers as the super
heroes of our communities.

Scoop. The students come into the program with knowledge about their community and with that, the desire to
be a part of the solution. The MCC social work program
endeavors to offer students the best of both Indigenous and
Western worlds. The focus of the program is reclaiming
identity, exploring and experiencing Indigenous ways of
knowing, and Indigenous social work practice and ethics.

Unlike real super heroes, social workers need to recharge
and ensure self-care is done. Through my experiences in
We shared our experiences on the international stage as
this program, I attempt to instill in students the sense of
we journeyed to Alta, Norway to attend and present at
social responsibility to take care of themselves. One of my
the Fourth International Indigenous
favourite lectures is talking about
Voices in Social Work conference.
compassion fatigue and discussing
Two faculty members and four stuthe role that stress plays in their lives.
dents set out in June 2017 to share
One of the realizations students make
the experience from the program
is that they do not have to personally
Creating a classroom
which focused on traditional healing
experience the trauma their clients
atmosphere
that
reflects
methods. I will share a bit of what
go through to feel their clients’ pain.
and respects First Nations we shared. The focus of the presentaI inform students that it is necessary
tion was on the concepts of sharing
to take care of their circle first with
viewpoints has helped
circles, Elders, storytelling, protocol,
tools from traditional healing in order
the
students
within
the
and reclaiming identity.
to continue their work. Fortunately, in
classroom setting.
Maskwacîs, many Nehiyawak (meanA Sharing Circle is the collective coling ‘four beings people’ in Plains
laboration of a group of people that
Cree) traditional healing practices
come together to heal, to share, to
have been passed on to heal this and the next generation.
troubleshoot and/or to resolve a matter. As Nehiyawak
The Indigenous Social Work Diploma Program was created
at a time when the community had many social problems.
Maskwacîs is comprised of four Nations: Samson Cree
Nation, Ermineskin Cree Nation, Louis Bull First Nation
and Montana First Nation. Currently, the Four Nations of
Maskwacîs are still dealing with many issues of colonization, the residential school era, and the child welfare Sixties

people, the healing circle is a pattern that comes full circle
from when it begins. When the healing circle starts, there
is protocol that is involved and not just anyone can lead or
guide a healing circle. Circles are one of the main tools in
our classrooms.
Elders as teachers in a classroom ensure that First Nations
have a voice in the curriculum of the program. Each
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subject is enhanced by providing a Nehiyaw perspective.
Creating a classroom atmosphere that reflects and respects
First Nations viewpoints has helped the students within
the classroom setting. Elders as traditional teachers in the
classroom strengthen students' experiences of cultural
connection as the core of the learning process.

The focus of the program is
reclaiming identity, exploring and
experiencing Indigenous ways of
knowing, and Indigenous social
work practice and ethics.
In our Nehiyaw traditions, when a person is looking for
knowledge, protocol is offered to an Elder. When they
approach an Elder, it is appropriate to give tobacco, a print,
a blanket, or a gift for the knowledge that they share with
them. You may not find the answer you are looking for. The
Elder may tell you a story about something else. The story the
Elder told you will come to you when you are in need of that
knowledge. The Elder will pray with what you have offered.
Our group also shared about reclaiming our identity as
Nehiyawak from the ashes of colonialism. The Indigenous
social work students view themselves as agents of
the change process of decolonization, with a focus on
achieving wellness and addressing the spiritual aspect
missing from other programs. The students practice
self-care through the traditional knowledge and apply it.
Storytelling is another form that addresses the educational
needs of the students, and Elders share their stories to create a different perspective on Western concepts.
We look forward to the next conference in New
Zealand 2019.

WILDA LISTENER is the Dean of the Indigenous
Social Work Circle at Maskwacîs Cultural College.
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INDIGENOUS VOICES

Indigenizing the
Conference
BY DEREK CHEWKA, MSW, RSW

is the Elder in Residence at Native
Counselling Services of Alberta. We
the 2018 Annual Conference fresh
were honoured to have him offering
in my mind. I hope you were able to
blessings for the conference. We were
attend this wonderful event. It was a
blessed once again when Wil returned
very active time for the Indigenous
to be present during the Blanket
Social Work Committee (ISWC).
Exercise facilitated by
the ISWC. Although
I have facilitated
the exercise many
times, I am always
amazed at what people
experience. For some,
the exercise allowed for
new understandings
of things from the
past; for others,
they began to come
to terms with their
‘white privilege’. The
workshop ended with a
sharing circle allowing
everyone to share their
Elder Wil Campbell offers a blessing at ACSW Conference
experiences. We had a
few requests after the
Providing more Indigenous content
workshop from those who could not
at the conference is one of the ISWC’s
attend asking how they can bring the
four priorities, while being more
Blanket Exercise to their community
visible at the conference also allows
or place of work. Please contact the
us to strengthen our relationship
ACSW office to discuss offering a
with Indigenous social workers and
Blanket Exercise in your community.
allies. The following are a few of the
The ISWC offered two other
highlights of this year’s conference
workshops at the conference.
from an Indigenous perspective.
‘Incorporating Indigenous Ways of
The conference was opened on
Knowing into Your Practice’ was a
Friday morning with a prayer and a
workshop that used a film by BearPaw
blessing by Elder Wil Campbell. Wil
Media to focus on practical and
I AM WRITING THIS ARTICLE with

concrete ways social workers can
begin to feel confident merging their
Western social work practices with
Indigenous knowledge. The audience
participated in a robust dialogue and
the workshop was recorded with the
intent to post some of the strategies
discussed on the ACSW website.
Stay tuned!
Our last workshop involved the
showing of the film (Dis)Placed:
Indigenous Youth and the Child Welfare
System, from KingCrip Productions
and directed by Melissa Brittain. Jesse
Downing, a 23-year-old Metis man and
former youth in care, joined the ISWC
in a panel discussion and provided his
personal account of growing up in care.
The reality of Jesse being placed in more
than 30 placements and having over 25
social workers enter in and out of his
life provided a strong message about
how we must focus on the relationships
formed over the course of our work. His
message ended with a beautiful account
of how he was adopted as a young
adult and how the love he now feels
transformed his life and put him on a
path towards becoming a social worker.
Lastly, ISWC hosted a bannock and
tea meet and greet on the Saturday
afternoon. Feedback received by the
Committee was positive, and we were
asked to again be more visible and
offer this type of event throughout the
entire conference. Lots to think about
for next year!

DEREK CHEWKA is the chair of the ACSW
Indigenous Social Work Committee.
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A Natural Fit:
Social Workers in
Constituency Offices
BY MEL PRIESTLEY

CONSTITUENCY OFFICES ACROSS ALBERTA are filling up with social workers, perhaps more so than at any
other time in the province’s history. When the new NDP
government was elected in 2015, a number of social workers began working in MLA constituency offices. The MLAs
who hired these workers recognized the natural fit between
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social work and constituency work. Indeed, social work is
often at the heart of the daily activities of a constituency
office. A number of members of the Alberta College of
Social Workers (ACSW) are putting their social work skills
to use in this political context, where they can work on
both the micro and macro levels of the profession.
Natasha Semenjuk, BSW, RSW, explains that constituency
offices are often a final hope for individuals who have
exhausted all their other options, are struggling to
navigate organizations such as the Workers’ Compensation
Board or Alberta Works, or who simply don’t know where
else to go. Semenjuk works in the constituency office for
Edmonton-Riverview for fellow social worker and MLA
Lori Sigurdson, MSW, RSW. Sigurdson offered Semenjuk
the position after they worked together on Sigurdson’s
2015 election campaign.

NATASHA SEMENJUK, BSW, RSW

KATHLEEN WESTERGAARD, MSW, RSW

“A lot of people will come into the office and it’s kind of
like their last resort," Semenjuk explains. “At that point we
can sit down with them and go over the different provincial
programs that may be available to them for support, and
we can also help them navigate those provincial systems
that are often times more oppressive than helpful. We
can empower them and at times renew their hope for a
better future. We are the bridge that connects them to
their community, provincial programs, provincial and
community supports, provincial government, and of
course, the Legislative Assembly of Alberta."
Kathleen Westergaard, MSW, RSW,
also maintains an individual
caseload working in MLA Eric
Rosendahl’s constituency office
for West Yellowhead, located in
Hinton. Though Rosendahl is not a
social worker himself, Westergaard
notes that he deeply appreciates
the work that social workers do and
the value that these skills bring to
constituency work.

workers to hone their abilities. Donna Forbes, MSW, RSW,
began working in MP Denise Savoie’s office during her thirdyear BSW practicum at the University of Victoria. Since then,
she has worked for a number of MLAs in their constituency
offices: Lori Sigurdson, Carole James, Brian Mason and
Richard Feehan.
“I have found that employers who are looking to hire
social workers really like the fact I have the experience
that I have in constituency offices because of my ability
to advocate and my ability to resource people to other
agencies and programs,” Forbes says. She recently
relocated to the Yukon to work as a
clinical counsellor for the territorial
government in Haines Junction.

We are the bridge that
connects them to their
community, provincial
programs, provincial and
community supports,
provincial government, and
of course, the Legislative
Assembly of Alberta.

Westergaard approaches this
work through the lens of selfempowerment. “I believe social
work should be about empowering
people and supporting them in
acting in their own benefit as much
as possible,” she says. “I end up spending a lot of time with
people, helping them to strategize on how to do their own
self-advocacy. I don’t go and do things for them as much as
I coach them and go over [things] with them to help them
create their own strategies.”
Because much of the work in constituency offices involves
practical social work skills like intake, assessment and case
management, these offices are a great place for new social

DONNA FORBES, MSW, RSW

“I really hope that more students
would consider taking practicums
at constituency offices, because you
can really develop your advocacy
skills which I think are really
important for every social worker
to have,” she continues. “You learn
about so many resources that are
available, both governmental and
non-governmental.”

Supervising practicum students in
the constituency offices is also a
great way to maintain a connection
with the social work profession. Both Forbes and Semenjuk
have supervised several practicum students in their offices
and Westergaard recently agreed to supervise a student in
another agency in Hinton.
“Having a practicum student keeps you on your toes and
it makes your practice better because you’re constantly
reflecting on [social work] values,” explains Forbes. She
notes that when you’re working with students, you have to
keep the foundations of social work top-of-mind: the code
THE ADVOCATE
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of ethics, social justice, empowerment, confidentiality
practice, and upholding personal rights.
Semenjuk mentions that constituency offices are usually
quite small (there are usually only one or two staff and
sometimes a student), so it can feel a bit isolating simply
because there aren’t many other people around. That’s
why she really values her position as co-chair of the Social
Action/Social Justice group with the ACSW – it keeps her
regularly in touch with her fellow social workers.
Similarly, Westergaard also keeps in connection with her
colleagues through her position as area coordinator for the
ACSW, as well as by the very nature of her position in the
constituency office.

“There’s a whole piece around taking that information from
the public and letting the MLAs know what their feedback
is – both positive and negative. There’s a lot of community
development work that happens in constituency offices.
You’re working with groups that are trying to impact the
legislative process. So you work closely with various ethnic
organizations, anti-poverty groups, First Nations and
Indigenous groups, community leagues.”
Westergaard notes that constituency offices have
opportunities to foster connections and liaisons between
various parts of the government and different groups in the
community. They can even create a space for connections
that didn’t exist previously.

“I treat the Indigenous community as sort of another
“I’m empowered; I have an important role and I’m
level of government,” she says. “I really work to include
respected in the community,”
diversity in everything we do – all
Westergaard says. “I have ongoing
types of diversity.”
connections with people in the
community – if they have an issue,
The significant impact of macro-level
they phone me or they come to
social work fuels Semenjuk’s passion
When you’re working one- for her work in the constituency
the office. I feel like I’m able to
on-one, you still of course office. “When you’re working onecreate change with individuals,
organizations and the community
make a difference and an on-one, you still of course make a
in the role that I’m in now, which I
difference and an impact, but social
impact,
but
social
workers
view as the role of the social worker,
workers have such a capacity to make
to empower and support change in
an impact on, and touch, thousands
have such a capacity
individuals, organizations, and the
of people at once,” she says. “We can
to make an impact on,
broader community.”
create macro policies that impact the
and touch, thousands of whole province and impact the
Of course, one of the primary
whole nation.”
people at once.
opportunities of working in a
constituency office is that social
workers can operate at a macro level, influencing and
giving feedback on the policies and programs that impact
thousands of people at once. Constituency offices have a
direct connection to the various provincial ministries. On
an individual level, that can mean getting constituents
nearly immediate responses right from a minister’s office.
On a broader level, workers can pass along feedback from
individuals and community organizations, as well as their
own observations of patterns – such as a large number
of cases where people are experiencing the same issues
within the same context of an agency or program.
“There’s a huge government, political aspect of the work
that you do [in the constituency office], which involves
people who want to give input to policies and programs
of the government, upcoming legislation,” Forbes says.
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“It’s just so important for social
workers to view themselves as bigger because sometimes
we get so busy with solving individual problems that we
forget social work is so political,” she continues. “It’s
never one person coming to us with a problem that’s just
their problem; when a person comes to you, you just
know OK, there’s something off in our society, maybe in
the government, in the programs, in the system, that is
causing grief for this person.”
Constituency offices give social workers the chance to step
outside a more traditional career path and experience
social work in a different context, which comes with both
opportunities and challenges. “It can be both satisfying
and frustrating,” Westergaard says. “There’s so much that
can be done, and like any large bureaucracy when you’re in
the theoretical area of it, you have these ideas and you’re

being all optimistic and you’re going to make it happen.
Then you’re actually in the position where you’re part of
the government and sometimes it’s a lot harder; it can be
disappointing but at least you can move things forward
sometimes with the work that we do.”
Forbes recalls that what got her most excited at the
beginning of her social work career was seeing the
practical application of theories that she had learned
previously when she was working on her bachelor’s degree
in political science.
“I was very excited about social work because of how they
had taken up Michel Foucault and other post-modern
theorists,” she says, citing Foucault’s theories about
oppression and marginalization as particularly poignant
for her. “I could see them being translated into day-to-day
practices and that was just really exciting for me.”
Taking up a role in a constituency office might seem
like a big jump for some, especially if you’ve never had
experience working in the political field. But a social work
background provides a solid set of skills that are invaluable

for constituency work. These offices are also only one
avenue for social work on a political level; the MLAs and
provincial ministers who are also social workers prove that
social work can be a benefit in any area of government.
“I would encourage all the social workers to step out of
their box, I guess – I was in one too!” Semenjuk says. “Step
out of the box and just get involved politically, even just for
a while – just to see that world, to experience the politics,
and to see the impact that they can make and the power
that we hold and how powerful we really are.”

MEL PRIESTLEY is an Edmonton-based freelance journalist who writes
about local news and culture as well as food and wine. She’s a member of the
Edmonton Food Council, an avid gardener and an amateur beekeeper.
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COVER STORY

SOCIAL
JUSTICE AND
RESILIENCE AT
ACSW’S 2018
CONFERENCE
ALBERTA SOCIAL WORKERS greeted
familiar faces and made new connections in March at ACSW’s Annual
Conference. Issues of resilience,
belonging and solidarity were some
of the topics explored from Thursday,
March 22nd to Saturday, March 24th.
Around 600 attendees took this
opportunity to share best practices
and learn from innovators in the
social work field within the theme of
'Social Justice & Resilience: Moving
Forward Together'.

Photos by Leroy Schulz

There were several fresh twists to the
familiar gathering this year, starting
with a new venue at Edmonton’s
DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel. Rapid
Fire Theatre kicked off the conference
with improvised comedy on Thursday
evening, offering a welcome chance to
practice self-care through laughter.
This was also the first year that two
keynote speakers were featured.
On Friday, Dr. Michael Ungar used
stories from his practice and research
to discuss ‘Nurturing the Resilience
of our Clients and Ourselves’.
Saturday’s keynote speaker was
Dr. Cathy Richardson, who spoke

on ‘Creating Islands of Safety and
Cultural Possibility’. Both of these
presentations can be viewed on the
ACSW YouTube channel.

The committee met once a month

Hours of careful thought, decisionmaking and preparation go into each
successful conference. It starts with
the diligent efforts of the Conference
Planning Committee, this year guided
by co-chairs Madeleine Smith, BSW,
RSW, and Marian Saunderson, BSW,
RSW. The responsive and reliable staff
of the ACSW also play a vital role.
Thank you to everyone who invest time
and energy to make the conference
better each year!

because it was considerably less

Conference Planning
Committee feedback

evening, this cost approximately

“I loved it!” That’s the feedback from
April LeBlanc, SWDip, RSW, on her
first time as a member of the ACSW
Conference Planning Committee.
April, who is completing her Bachelor
of Social Work at the University of
Calgary’s Edmonton campus, found
the experience of planning the
conference and seeing the results
“so satisfying”.

and had input on everything from
venue to food to workshop proposals.
The new venue was chosen partly
expensive than the previous location.
Free, easy-to-access parking was
another huge factor.
April acknowledged that it's a tricky
task to keep costs low while still
providing the amenities people
expect. Many people look forward
to fueling up on coffee throughout
the day, so the group ensured coffee
was available for lunch and breaks;
along with appetizers for the previous
$25,000. The ACSW is very aware
that the cost of the conference, in
addition to time off work, travel
and possibly childcare, can make
attending difficult. Conference fees
cover part, but not all, of the costs of
the conference, with ACSW making
up the difference. The committee
of volunteers work hard to plan an
event that is both cost-effective
and rewarding.
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GOALS OF THE ASCW ANNUAL CONFERENCE
• Provide a forum to share
practice experiences
• Showcase recent developments and
innovations in social work

Practicum Student Offers
Unique Perspective
Smia Yasin is an MSW student from
Durham University in the northeast of
England. Until May, Smia worked as
a Settlement Counsellor at the Assist
Community Services Centre, helping
newcomers integrate and thrive in
Canadian culture.
“I loved the conference, it was a great
experience,” says Smia, citing the
workshops as the highlight for her. As
both a first-time conference attendee
and a visitor to Canada, Smia was
particularly struck by the opportunity
to learn about Indigenous community
and culture. The workshops she
attended in this area “challenged
my whole perspective of social work
theories,” she notes, and have inspired
her to share the ideas of decolonization
when she returns to England.
Conference Ideas into Action
Madeleine Smith, BSW, RSW, attended
Friday’s keynote address by Dr.
Michael Ungar, though she had to
hurry back to her work as a Project
Manager at REACH Edmonton soon
after. Madeleine says the keynote was
“very informative”, though Dr. Ungar’s
clinical point of view differs from the
community development projects that
she works on.
Ungar’s idea of twelve ‘resilience
resources’ struck a particular chord
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• Highlight best practices that promote
caring, self-fulfillment, autonomy,
participation and independence for
diverse populations

with Madeleine. As she sat down
in a meeting with some of REACH’s
community partners just hours later,
she did her best to articulate this
concept to the group.
“And it really worked!” says
Madeleine. The messages from the
morning’s keynote – about supportive
relationships, a sense of control,
identity and belonging, positive
thinking – all helped her express to the
group how to best focus their work.
“I was able to be very clear. We
needed to shift our focus,” Madeleine
recalls. Instead of focusing on the
vulnerabilities of the people they
serve, REACH and its partners is
more about finding and supporting
resilience in the community. “People
said they really got it,” Madeleine
concludes with satisfaction.
Did you enjoy having two
Keynote Speakers this year?

91%
YES

9%
NO

• Celebrate ethical practice
• Rejuvenate and refresh social
workers through self-care workshops
• Connect with colleagues

CONFERENCE
COSTS
Conference revenue, 2018:
• $125,000 (includes conference
fees and sponsorship)
Conference costs, 2018:
• $35,000 facility rental
(2016 - $76,000 at Shaw
Conference Centre)
• $25,000 Thursday night food;
coffee & tea services
• $14,000 keynote presenters' costs
& other presenters' honorariums
• $24,000 other costs
Awards luncheon:		
• $9,800 costs
• $4,800 lunch revenue
• ACSW pays the difference
Conference costs in Calgary are
higher than Edmonton – 40%
higher in 2017. ‘Extra’ revenue
from Edmonton is used to offset the
costs of Calgary conferences. ACSW
ensures that attendance fees are the
same despite the difference in costs
between cities.

Please indicate your overall satisfaction with the
content of the conference:
Very satisfied

How satisfied were you overall with the location,
The Doubletree by Hilton?

41%

Satisfied

Very satisfied
Satisfied

48%

Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied

5%

Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

5%

Dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied

1%

Very dissatisfied

Quality of Presenters:
Very satisfied

Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

5%

9%
1%

30%

Satisfied

58%

Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied

7%

Dissatisfied

4%
1%

6%

Very satisfied
54%

Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied

33%

Quality of Workshops attended:
36%

Satisfied

51%

Very dissatisfied

4%
1%

Pre-Conference

Participants pick up registration packages

Enjoying Rapid Fire Theatre improv

Talla Rejaei participating in improv

ACSW Membership Activities team

Minister Lori Sigurdson
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Day One

Conference Committee co-chairs Madeleine
Smith & Marian Saunderson

Calgary Social Workers for Social Justice & Ajay Pandhi

Voting at the AGM

Sheryl Pearson

Ella Nasogaluak-Brown and husband

Enjoying a workshop

Awards luncheon

Scott Stewart

Ajay Pandhi, Lynn Labrecque King & Fred Phelps
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Day Two

Lana Bentley

Maxine Salopree

Vanessa Key asks a question

Anna Iliscupidez

Ater Deng & conference participants

Fun in the photo booth

Blanket Exercise participants
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FEATURE
STORY

Celebrating
Stars of
Social Work
The dedication of some exceptional social workers was
honoured at the annual awards luncheon on March 23rd.
The Alberta College of Social Work is pleased to recognize
these inspiring individuals.

The Glenn Drover National Award for
Outstanding Service
Dr. Mary Valentich, PhD, RSW
Dr. Valentich was awarded the Canadian Association of
Social Workers’ highest honour during the ACSW Awards
Luncheon. The 2018 Glenn Drover Award for Outstanding
Service is presented every two years to honour outstanding
social work practice. CASW President Jan ChristiansonWood says Dr. Valentich “embodies the passion and impact
of the profession of social work, but also its diversity.” The
ACSW was proud to see Dr. Valentich receive the most prestigious award offered by Canada’s social work community.

John Graham Hutton Memorial Award for
Social Action / Policy
This award recognizes a registered social worker in good standing
who has made an outstanding contribution to the profession of
social work and the community through social action and policy.

Alisha Keast, MSW, RSW
Alisha works at South Health Campus Allied Health,
Calgary. Her commitment to clients, her ability to carve a
niche in a specialized area of service, and her contributions
on an interdisciplinary team are excellent and inspiring.
She established a social work service in a department
where this did not previously exist and was sought by other
departments to help repeat this success. She has improved
the lives of patients and upheld the value of the profession
in her practice.

Honourary Membership
Murray Soroka
Murray Soroka is the founder and executive director of
Jasper Place Wellness Centre, a community development
organization. He advocates for homeless and low-income
individuals and has developed support and programs over
many years. He created the first West Edmonton drop-in
centre for the homeless with shower and laundry facilities,
the only warming centre in west Edmonton and initiated
an early housing-first program by finding community
housing for the hard-to-house. The award recognizes
Mr. Soroka for broad-based contributions to a timely and
important issue.

CASW Distinguished Service Award
The CASW National Social Work Month Distinguished
Service Award was awarded to the Calgary and Area Social
Workers for Social Justice. This ACSW member interest
group works towards social change including poverty elimination and the introduction of Basic Income in Alberta.
They've made many other efforts to alleviate poverty and
educate social workers to be social justice advocates.

Liza Lorenzetti, MSW, RSW
Liza’s commitment to social work and advocating for social
justice spans 30 years. She has demonstrated exemplary
leadership and outstanding skills in whatever social work
role she has taken: community social worker, researcher,
assistant professor, mentor, advocate and ally. She has
built her thirty years of practice and activism around
issues such as gender-based violence, poverty-elimination,
peace-building and anti-racism.

Excellence in Social Work Practice
This award recognizes social workers who have exhibited
exemplary skills and commitment over time.
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Award winners with Fred Phelps, Ajay Phandhi, Lynn Labrecque King
& Rick Guthrie

FEATURE
STORY

Supporting
Social Work
Students:

2018 ACSW Student Scholarship Winners
Each year, TD Insurance Meloche Monnex provides two
scholarships of $500 each to support two social work
students to attend the annual ACSW conference. An
anonymous donor also offered a free registration for one
student. Congratulations to this year’s successful applicants.

Amanda Chalifoux, SW Dip student,
Northern Lakes College, High Prairie
I am a first-year social work student attending Northern
Lakes College in High Prairie, AB. I would firstly like to thank
TD for the scholarship to attend the ACSW 2018 conference.
As a first-year student, attending was influential and inspiring to my future success as a social worker. I highly recommend all students attend future conferences. I felt culturally
connected in the honouring of the Treaty Six territory as I am
Indigenous from Treaty Eight. I attended four workshops,
all of vital importance to my social work competence. The
vendors informed me about services and agencies available to
social workers and our clients to better serve communities. I
was inspired and empowered in meeting and conversing with
diverse social workers in different fields and levels of practice. I am looking forward to attending next year’s conference
and the future conferences to follow. Thank you to everyone
involved in making the ACSW conference a success.

Ai-Men Lau, Amanda Chalifoux, Jessica Gallant of TD Insurance, and Lexie Lack

tion. Although I always knew I had a special place in my
heart for clients who have experienced sexual exploitation,
after attending the workshop 'Pathways Into and Out of the
Sex Trade', my special interest in sexual exploitation was
clear to not only me but also to those around me.
In the social work field, I feel that it is important that we
build a community full of connections, resources and information for not only our clients but also for ourselves. The
ACSW conference helped me begin to build my community
by allowing me to meet hundreds of other social workers,
learn about a variety of resources throughout Alberta and
gain knowledge on many areas within social work. The keynote speakers and workshops encouraged me to think critically about my own views and offered me other opinions and
thoughts to influence me to be open-minded. It was a great
pleasure to be able to experience the 2018 ACSW Conference
and I hope to continue to attend as the years move forward.
Ai-Men Lau, BSW student,
University of Calgary, Calgary
Ai-Men thanks the donor who anonymously paid her registration.

Lexie Lack, BSW student,
Mount Royal University, Calgary

Attending this year's ACSW conference was a truly wonderful and special experience. Not only was I chosen as a
participant, I was selected as a speaker too. This allowed
me to expand on my skills and present on a topic I'm passionate about, supporting adults with autism through
social enterprise. I was nervous but I always felt supported
by the ACSW, my colleagues and friends. It was even more
heartwarming and inspiring for me to meet with others
who are interested in pursuing careers in the same field
as me. I am beyond thrilled with my presentation and the
people I met.

I feel honoured to have received a TD Scholarship for the
2018 ACSW conference. Being in a room full of professionals, hearing everyone’s personal experiences and how each
individual would handle various situations was a great
learning experience as a social work student. The ACSW
conference offered workshops in various areas of the field
which allowed me to gain insight into potential areas of
social work that I may want to work in upon my gradua-

The conference workshops allowed me the opportunity to
expand on my knowledge of existing community supports
in Calgary and Edmonton and the opportunity to hear about
new and exciting developments in research. Every year that
I attend the conference, I leave feeling inspired and invigorated. It’s important for me to attend the ACSW conference
as it leaves me motivated and excited to move forward in
my career in social work.
THE ADVOCATE
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DAY IN THE LIFE

DAY IN THE LIFE

SHE’S BOTH A REGISTERED SOCIAL WORKER, and a
captain in the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF). While the
military came first for her, Collette feels that she found a
calling when she added social work to her career.
“What’s interesting is that I didn’t know anything about
social work,” Collette says. “I knew about psychology as a
discipline, but in retrospect, I really connect to the practice
of social work. I stumbled into it, and I love it.”
Collette joined the military after high school in Nova
Scotia. She opted for the infantry because it appealed to
both her sense of adventure and her desire to serve.
“I’m a true service member at core … I love to help people
so it seemed like a good place to do that,” Collette recalls.
Plus, she adds, “It’s exciting. There’s never a dull moment.
You get to be part of a team, which is so rewarding.”
Ashley attended the Royal Military College upon enrollment, and graduated in 2007. She was posted to Petawawa,
Ontario as a platoon commander. In 2010, she was
deployed to Afghanistan as part of Bravo Company in the
First Battalion of the Royal Canadian Regiment, in charge
of 60 infantry soldiers and other trades (medics, engineers,
artillery, etc).

BY DEBBY WALDMAN

ASHLEY
COLLETTE

MSW, RSW

Captain Ashley Collette
is part of a unique
subset of the social
work profession.
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After serving nine months in Afghanistan, for which she
was awarded the Medal of Military Valour, Collette began
planning the next step in her career. While searching for
ways to contribute to mental health in the CAF, Collette
crossed paths with a military social worker, and realized
that the social work perspective resonated with her. With
the support of the CAF, she enrolled in the MSW program
at Wilfrid Laurier University, earning her degree in 2015.
She completed her degree full-time while still serving in
the CAF.
“I’m one of few uniformed social workers in Edmonton
right now,” says Collette, who adds that far from feeling
isolated, she feels strongly connected to other military
social workers across the country. “Social work as a discipline in the forces is connected across the provinces. We
support each other and communicate regularly, as well as
meet once a year," she says.
In addition to clinical work, military social workers provide
input on policy. All military policies around compassionate issues are informed by social work at a national level.
In her daily practice at CFB Edmonton, Collette works with
civilian and military clinicians to provide psychosocial and

©iStockphoto.com/Gabriel-m

mental health treatment for military
members and their families. While
some concerns are generally the
same as those facing Canada’s civilian
population – marital issues, problems
with children, anxiety, depression,
trauma, addiction – others are unique
to the military population.
“We move a lot,” in the military,
Collette says, which means rebuilding
social networks often. Since joining the
military, she's moved six times across
the country herself, and she’s seen the
challenges it can bring. Long periods of
service away from home are also hard
on family life. These are some of the
unique challenges those in the military
face, which civilian support staff may
not have experienced themselves.

I’m a true service member
at core … I love to help
people so it seemed like
a good place to do that.
That said, “we’re moving the model
towards true interdisciplinary care,”
says Collette of working with a civilian
team. She embraces the opportunity
to share with peers how important
social issues are to the big picture,
and how much environmental factors
can affect personal growth.
Military social workers are also
deployed overseas to support troops

for varying amounts of time; in the
past 12 months, Collette has been
to Poland, the Ukraine, and Kuwait.
These deployments incorporate
material from a resilience training
program called Road to Mental
Readiness (R2MR), but also involve
offering clinical social work solutions
to those on deployment.
“It’s a social work-based program for
mental resilience… There’s tactical
(deep) breathing, positive self-talk,
goal setting... it teaches mental
health on a continuum model and
offers education for leaders to support
resilience for their teams,” Collette
says. While R2MR is integrated
throughout CAF members' careers, on
deployment it’s used to start a candid
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conversation about redeploying back
home. It’s participatory, and includes
talking about where and how to
access social workers, which can be as
informal as approaching them in the
mess hall.
“We’re wearing the same uniform. It’s
a different setting,” Collette observes.
These days, Collette is earning her
PhD at Royal Roads University, with
a research focus on post-traumatic
growth, the idea that we can grow
positively as a result of our struggle
with trauma. Although it’s not a social
work program, she is firmly rooted in
the profession now and can’t imagine
doing anything else.

I feel that we can
contribute so much
to supporting people to
know first-hand what
it means to live well,
to live with resilience
and growth.
“I love the opportunity to believe in
people when they are struggling,” she
says. “I think that’s a really special
experience, and I believe in vicarious
resilience and vicarious growth. It’s
beautifully humbling to be trusted
by others at that deep level of
human sharing.”
To recharge from work and school,
Collette and her husband go trekking
in the mountains as often as they
can, or escape to Costa Rica to go
surfing. Collette also finds peace
teaching and practicing yoga
and meditation.
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Collette would love to see more social
workers in the military, and points
out that a military background is not
a prerequisite to becoming a military
social worker. You just need to be a
social worker, and can be trained for

“I feel so passionate about social work
in the forces,” Collette says. “I feel
that we can contribute so much to
supporting people to know first-hand
what it means to live well, to live with
resilience and growth.”

the military role. In fact, she says
coming from a civilian background
has distinct advantages.
“I’m a big believer in the value of
diversity,” she says. “A social worker
who has experience with a civilian
population and decides to work in the
military is coming in with a whole
host of experiences that I don’t have.”

DEBBY WALDMAN is an Edmonton writer whose
work has appears in publications including
People, Parents, and Publishers Weekly.
She also writes books for children.

FEATURE
STORY

Social Worker
as Client
BY GEORGE JASON, MSW, RSW

FOR ALMOST TEN YEARS, I have been part of a family
support group for people with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum
Disorder (F.A.S.D.). I joined the support group to get
information and personal support as a result of a family
member, who chose not to be diagnosed but who is
believed to have F.A.S.D.-related issues. Over time,
because of what I shared and received from the group, I
became more empowered.

An important outcome
of the family support group for me
was recognizing and identifying
occasions that were particularly
difficult for me and where family
members might struggle most.
When we become a client in the systems that we function
in or have contact with, it can have a significant impact
in the way we see our sense of personal agency. Personal
agency, we realize, does not derive solely from our
professional training but from our personal capacity to
recognize our needs and seek answers.

was mostly shelved and the vulnerable, solution-seeking
human being became foremost.
In contrast to many other professional disciplines, social
work’s historical focus on the social and economic status of
clients, their struggle to negotiate the bureaucracies that
impact them and our familiarity with the intra-personal
dynamics of their vulnerability, suggests powerful ways in
which we can identify with and get insight into experience
of clients and ourselves.
An important outcome of the family support group for
me was recognizing and identifying occasions that were
particularly difficult for me and where family members
might struggle most. What do I share and how much do I
share? Shame about my inadequacy in dealing effectively
with some situations was an issue that I never really
explored as a younger professional. When ego investment
is particularly high, it is often associated with powerful
emotions, which can prevent approaching a dilemma or a
problem in a balanced, more circumspect way.
The trust in the support group allowed me and others
to deal with important familial relationships and to
find ways to empower ourselves and develop effective
responses to issues that initially seemed intractable. The
sense of personal boundaries, who I am and what I am
responsible for, gave me a comfort level not only within
my own family but in the wider arena of both social and
professional relationships.

From a position of power and control in our professional
role, the client role might make us feel vulnerable
and exposed. That sense of exposure, even weakness,
nevertheless has the potential not only to sensitize us to
what clients may experience, but as social worker and
researcher Dr. Brené Brown has noted by exploring the
real self with openness, gives professional and personal
entrée to a deeper, more honest connection with others.
In the family support group, the persona of a professional

GEORGE JASON spent most of his career working within mental health
counselling and treatment settings. In retirement, he became involved in the
Edmonton and Red Deer Social Action / Social Justice interest groups. Originally
from South Africa, small town Central Alberta has become his home.
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Grow your career with
our graduate
certiﬁcates.
Graduate certificates provide training and
credentials for practicing social workers. You
can combine certificates toward a Master of
Social Work degree.
We’re offering a graduate certificate in
Trauma-Informed practice in fall, 2018.
Find out more:
go.ucalgary.ca/new-msw.html

THE ADVOCATE EDITORIAL POLICY
The Advocate is the official publication of the Alberta College of Social Workers (ACSW) and is published quarterly for members of
ACSW and other interested parties. The Advocate Editorial Board encourages submissions from all social work practice areas and
perspectives, including: social work research, theory, practice, and education; professional affairs; social issues; the work of the
College; member activities; continuing education and job opportunities; reviews of books, journals, and other media of interest to
social workers.
Articles of up to 1000 words and letters of up to 500 words will be considered, but publication is not guaranteed. Writing from social
workers who are ACSW members will be given preference. Copy may be edited to fit the space available or for legal or other reasons.
Please contact the ACSW office for full submission guidelines.
PUBLICATION SCHEDULE AND DEADLINES
Spring issue:
Summer issue:
Fall issue:
Winter issue:

January 1 deadline for general submissions (articles, letters, etc.)
April 1 for general submissions
July 1 for general submissions
September 1 for general submissions

January 15 for advertising
April 15 for advertising
July 15 for advertising
October 15 for advertising

ALL SUBMISSIONS
The Advocate, ACSW, 550 10707 100 Avenue NW, Edmonton AB T5J 3M1
ATTN: Charity Lui: charity@acsw.ab.ca • PHONE: 780-421-1167 • TOLL-FREE: 1-800-661-3089
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•

FAX: 780-421-1168

FOR YOUR INFORMATION

The Advocate’s For Your Information section gives preference to Alberta-based
educational opportunities and non-profit events for social workers.
Send your submissions to Carlena Johnson at activitiesadmin@acsw.ab.ca.
2018 Grey Matters Conference
September 24-26, 2018
Calgary
www.greymatters2018.com
Service providers for seniors will learn about
best practices, emerging issues and trends
from dynamic speakers.
Diverse Voices Family Violence Conference
November 13 – 15, 2018
Edmonton

29th Annual Palliative Education and
Research Days
October 22, 2018
Edmonton
www.covenanthealth.ca/innovations/palliativeinstitute/annual-palliative-education-researchdays
This conference aims to heighten awareness
of palliative needs and provide the opportunity
to share ideas with colleagues from many
disciplines.

www.diverse-voices.com

THIS IS AUPE
YOUR WORKING PEOPLE
The Alberta Union of Provincial Employees is
proud to represent thousands of social services
workers across the province who are on the
front lines, making a difference every day.

Visit the ACSW Events Calendar to find more training, events and workshops,
at acsw.com, Social Workers tab, Calendar of Events.

www.aupe.org • facebook.com/yourAUPE • Twitter: @_AUPE_

ADVOCATE
REDESIGN
ACSW is pleased to present a new design for the Advocate magazine. This new
look, designed by Aaron Mumby of Bird Communication, focuses on clarity and
readability, and should make it easier for Advocate readers to navigate through
the various parts of the magazine. The ACSW invested in this modernization to
ensure that their magazine is as professional and current as their membership
and organization. We would love to hear your thoughts and feedback on the
Advocate’s fresh look! Share your thoughts with Charity@acsw.ab.ca.

ADVOCATE DEADLINES

SUBMISSION
DEADLINE
For the Fall 2018 issue
of the Advocate is
July 1, 2018
All editorial inquiries to Charity Lui
Charity@acsw.ab.ca

AD DEADLINE
For the Fall 2018 issue
of the Advocate is
July 15, 2018
All ad inquiries to
activitiesadmin@acsw.ab.ca

THE ADVOCATE
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PUBLICATIONS MAIL AGREEMENT NO. 40050109
RETURN UNDELIVERABLE CANADIAN ADDRESSES TO
ALBERTA COLLEGE OF SOCIAL WORKERS
550 10707 100 AVE NW
EDMONTON AB T5J 3M1

THE ACSW THANKS OUR 2018
CONFERENCE DOOR PRIZE DONORS:

Audreys Books

Julie Walker

Chianti Café & Restaurant

L2 Grill

College of Licensed Practical
Nurses of Alberta

Legacy Events

Custom Fit Personal Training Studio

Millcreek Massage Therapy

Debra Kasowski International
Executive Coaching & Consulting

M.INT Lashes

Delta South Calgary

REACH - Edmonton

Donna Fillion, artist

Sherlock’s Automotive

Ella Nasogaluak-Brown, artist

True Balance Spa

Family Herbal Clinic

Wakina Gallery

Lifestyle Meditation

North Edmonton Wellness Centre

